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ABSTRACT 

Emotion plays a significant role in daily interpersonal human interactions. This is essential to our rational as 

well as intelligent decisions. It helps us to match and understand the feelings of others by conveying our feelings 

and giving feedback to others. Research has revealed the powerful role that emotion plays in shaping human 

social interaction. Emotional displays convey considerable information about the mental state of an individual. In 

prior studies, several modalities have been explored to recognize the emotional states such as facial expressions, 

speech, physiological signals, etc. SER (Speech Emotion Recognition) aims to recognize the underlying emotional 

state of a speaker from her voice. The area has received increasing research interest all through current years. 

There are many applications of detecting the emotion of the persons like in the interface with robots, audio 

surveillance, web-based E-learning, commercial applications, clinical studies, entertainment, banking, call 

centres, cardboard systems, computer games, etc. For classroom orchestration or E-learning, information about 

the emotional state of students can provide focus on the enhancement of teaching quality. For example, a teacher 

can use SER to decide what subjects can be taught and must be able to develop strategies for managing emotions 

within the learning environment. That is why the learner's emotional state should be considered in the classroom. 

Three key issues need to be addressed for a successful SER system, namely, choice of a good emotional speech. 

Three key issues need to be addressed for a successful SER system, namely, choice of a good emotional speech 

database, extracting effective features, and designing reliable classifiers using machine learning algorithms. In 

fact, the emotional feature extraction is a main issue in the SER system. It involves classifying the raw data in the 

form of utterance or frame of the utterance into a particular class of emotion on the basis of features extracted 

from the data. 

Keywords: SER, Limitations, Emotion Recognition 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Human computer interaction (HCI) is getting considerable attention from lots of researchers due to its practical 

applications in ubiquitous systems (Hassan et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020; Pace et al., 2019; Gravina and Fortino, 

2016; Zhang et al., 2018). For instance, adopting HCI systems in a ubiquitous healthcare system can improve it by 

perceiving people’s accurate emotions and proactively acting to help them improve their lifestyle. Alongside other 

data sources, research on emotion recognition from audio is increasing day by day for healthcare in a smartly 

controlled environment. Speech is a natural way for humans to communicate with each other in daily life. In 

effective computing research, speech has a vital role in promoting harmonious HCI systems and emotion 

recognition from speech is the first step. However, due to the lack of an exact definition of emotion, robust 

emotion recognition from audio speech seems to be quite complex. Hence, it demands a lot of research to solve 

the challenging problems beneath the audio-based emotion recognition (Sonmez and Varol, 2019). 

Speech signals carry feelings and intentions of the speaker (Zhao et al., 2018). Speech signal analysis can be done 

in both time and frequency domains to obtain features to model underlying events (e.g., speaker, meaning of the 

speech, and emotion recognition) in the signals. Hence, original speech signal and corresponding spectrum 

diagram can be explored for robust emotion recognition for both the domains. In Trigeorgis et al. (2016), the 

speech signal in the time domain was used as input and combined with a machine learning model for emotion 

recognition. In Sivanagaraja et al. (2017), the authors simultaneously applied original speech, multiscale, and 

multi-frequency signals to predict different emotions. In audio speech signals, the waveform characteristics vary 

irregularly. While studying the effective identification of speech information, the typical approach is to first use 
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the raw audio signal processing and then followed by learning the extracted features with some machine learning 

models, for comprehensive pattern recognition or event prediction. Spectrogram analysis of the speech signal is 

also very common for speech pattern recognition. In that case, the speech signal is windowed to small chunks and 

then divided into narrowband and broadband spectrum (Loweimi, 2016). Emotion recognition from speech 

signals based on spectrum may contribute much in the feature engineering process. 

2. OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 

1. To survey on the existing Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) System for different forms of emotions in Hindi 

Language. 

2. To review the existing research on SER for Hindi language. 

3. Study Background (Literature Review) and Significance of Study 
The literature review you provided discusses various research papers related to speech emotion recognition (SER) 

using machine learning and deep learning techniques. Here's a summary of the key points from these papers and 

the significance of the study in the field of SER: 

● "Applying Machine Learning Techniques for Speech Emotion Recognition": This paper explores the use of 

Deep Neural Network (DNN) and k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithms for recognizing emotions from 

speech, particularly scary emotions. It highlights the application of artificial intelligence in this domain. 

● "Emotion Recognition using Speech and Neural Structured Learning": The proposed approach in this paper 

has practical applications, such as understanding emotions in everyday life and in air traffic management 

systems. It uses Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) and Neural Structured Learning (NSL). 

● "Deep Learning Techniques for Speech Emotion Recognition": This paper reviews deep learning and 

conventional machine learning approaches for SER, considering various techniques like attention mechanisms, 

autoencoders, CNNs, LSTM, GANs, and more. 

● "Machine Learning Based Speech Emotions Recognition System": It focuses on improving emotion 

recognition systems by adding a deep neural network and utilizes classifiers like K-Nearest Neighbors, 

Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, and Convolutional Neural network. 

● "Emotion-based Classification of Human Voice": This paper uses an ensemble of naive Bayes classifiers for 

binary classification of emotions based on sound feature extraction and machine learning. 

● "Extraction of Emotions from Speech - A Survey": The paper reviews popular datasets and classifiers used for 

automatic emotion recognition in speech, providing insights into the availability and size of datasets. 

● "Speech Emotion Recognition using Deep Learning": It addresses issues related to databases and 

methodologies for emotion recognition and utilizes Inception Net with IEMOCAP datasets for emotion 

recognition. 

● "Speech-based Emotion Recognition using Machine Learning": This paper focuses on recognizing emotions in 

speech and classifying them into six emotion classes using classifiers like Support Vector Machine, Random 

Forest, and Convolutional Neural Network. 

● "Speech Emotion Recognition using Deep Learning Techniques: A Review": This review covers various deep 

learning techniques applied to SER, emphasizing contributions, limitations, and database usage. 

● "Learning Salient Features for Speech Emotion Recognition": The paper proposes a method to learn affect-

salient features for SER using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and other techniques. 

● "Techniques and Applications of Emotion Recognition in Speech": It provides an overview of techniques such 

as Artificial Neural Networks, k-NN, Support Vector Machines, and probabilistic models for emotion 

recognition in speech. 
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● "Speech Emotion Recognition Using Speech Feature and Word Embedding": This paper combines text and 

speech features to improve emotion recognition accuracy. 

● "An Improved Hindi Speech Emotion Recognition System": It explores emotion recognition in Hindi using 

statistical and neural network techniques. 

● "EmoInHindi: A Multi-label Emotion and Intensity Annotated Dataset in Hindi": The paper introduces a 

dataset for multi-label emotion and intensity recognition in Hindi conversations. 

● "Identification of Hindi Dialects and Emotions using Spectral and Prosodic Features of Speech": This research 

deals with identifying Hindi dialects and recognizing emotions using speech features. 

● "Speech Emotion Recognition of Hindi Speech using Statistical and Machine Learning Techniques": The 

paper combines different types of speech features and machine learning techniques for emotion recognition in 

Hindi speech. 

● "Acoustic Analysis and Perception of Emotions in Hindi Speech using Words and Sentences": This study 

investigates perceptual evaluation of emotions in Hindi speech and their acoustic correlates. 

● "Emotions in Hindi Speech - Analysis, Perception, and Recognition": The paper explores the analysis, 

perception, and recognition of emotions in Hindi speech, highlighting the importance of acoustic parameters. 

● "Feature Extraction Techniques with Analysis of Confusing Words for Speech Recognition in the Hindi 

Language": This research focuses on building a speaker-independent connected word Hindi speech recognition 

system and conducts comparative analysis of confusing words. 

The significance of these studies lies in advancing the field of speech emotion recognition, which has numerous 

applications, including mental health monitoring, customer service, human-computer interaction, and more. These 

papers contribute by introducing novel techniques, datasets, and insights, helping to improve the accuracy and 

applicability of SER systems across different languages and domains. 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

 The raw acoustic voice is first converted to signal form, from the signal the feature extraction is made. The 

features extracted are first pre-processed to fit into the given constraints, then the pre-processed data is trained 

through Acoustic Model (HMM) which feature is selection model training, classifier is done and to predict 

next given sequence a probabilistic base language model is used. After identifying different utterances, fruitful 

output over the precise emotion is obtained. 
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 Understanding the mood of the person in a direct conversation is just an identification, whereas the detection 

of mood in an indirect conversation is intelligence. For this intelligence machines require some parameters 

Such as frequency, pulse, amplitude, structure, harmonic, pitch. 

✔ Frequency: Variation in the pitch of voice 

✔ Pulse: Standard deviation in voice that indicates the rate of speaker 

✔ Amplitude: Variation in loudness of voice 

✔ Structure: Convey the voiced or unvoiced frame structure. 

✔ Harmonic: relative highness or lowness of voice 

✔ Pitch: conveys the mean of the voice and peaks of the sound spectrum of voice. 

5. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

1. Limitations of deep learning techniques include their large layer-wise internal architecture, less efficiency for 

temporally-varying input data and over-learning during memorization of layer-wise information. 

2. The positive aspect of CNNs is to learn features from high-dimensional input data, but on the other hand, it 

also learns features from small variations and distortion occurrences and hence, requires large storage 

capability. 
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